
ITEM # PRODUCT DESCRIPTION UPC UOM
791RD Nitro Knee Walker, Red 822383019086 1/ea

791BL Nitro Knee Walker, Blue 822383019093 1/ea

 **Refer to instruction guide or website for warranty details
*Accessories sold separately.

PRODUCT SPECS

Frame Aluminum/Steel

Product Dimensions (with basket) 16" (W) x 35.5" (D)

Handle Height Min/Max 30" (min) | 39" (max) 

Knee Pad Height Min/Max 17" (min) | 23" (max) 

Knee Pad Dimensions 13.5" (L) x 7" (W) x 3" (H)

Wheel Size Front/Rear 10" (front) | 7.5" (rear)

Product Weight 23 lb.

Color Red        Blue        

Weight Capacity 350 lbs.

Warranty Limited Lifetime, Brake Cable**

Expanding front axle adjusts to easily navigate narrow spaces and 
tight turns or provide additional stability on diverse terrain.

The Nitro™ Glide Knee Walker offers users recovering from a 
below-the-knee injury the ability to remain mobile and glide 
through their daily activities in an all-new sleek design. Offered 
in two vibrant colors, this patented design features an adjust-
able-width front axle providing optimized support in both indoor 
and outdoor terrains. The ergonomic design of the adjustable 
knee pad provides the necessary comfort and elevation to the 
injured leg while the adjustable handlebar is equipped with 8 
adjustment holes. The lightweight frame safely encloses the 
brake cable inside to enhance its modern design and the fold-
able feature makes it convenient for storage and transport.

Large 10” front wheels provide optimal stability 
and rolling comfort

Durable, and lightweight frame supports users 
up to 350 lbs.

Integrated disc brake technology for increased 
stopping power that is quick and controlled

Built-in brake cable for improved durability and safety

Padded leg support provides comfort, stability, adjustability 
and is easily compatible with left or right leg

Height-adjustable handlebar equipped with
dual handbrakes and push-button parking brake 

Removable and portable storage basket 
that can hold up to 13 lbs 

Foldable design allows for convenient storage 
and portability

Quick and tool-free assembly

16"

BOX DIMENSIONS

Shipping Box Dimension 32.3" (L) x 17" (W) x 17" (H)

Shipping Box Weight 28.2 lbs.
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WIDTH EXPANDABLE FRONT AXLES

18" 20"


